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Gault Clay is a type of sedimentary
rock.

 
It is made up of both clay and non-

clay minerals. the major clay
minerals include kaolinite, illite and

smectite. 
 

it has a dark blue-grey colour and
has a fine grained texture, that when
exposed to water becomes heavy and

thick. 
 

gault clay was formed between 100
and 112 million years ago in the

Cretaceous period.
 

After the sandy beach and tidal
conditions that created the Lower

Greensand rock, sea levels began to
rise again. In these deep and calm sea

conditions only finer grains of
sediment could be carried away from

land and deposited on the sea bed.
These finer sediments are known as
silts and formed the rock called

Gault Clay. 
 
 
 
 
 

clay is a malleable material that
can be moulded and shaped, this

quality is called plasticity. 
when heated, clay can be hardened
and set to shapes, this process is

called ceramics. 
humans have used clay throughout
history to make objects, including

bronze age beakers (drinking
vessels), Anglo-Saxon jewellery,

and industrially for tile and brick
making for building materials. 

These warm seas were home to a variety
of marine life, which can be seen as

fossil evidence in the Gault Clay
including Ammonites, Uncoiled

Ammonites, Bivalves, Belemnites, Crabs,
Gastropods, Button coral and Sharks.  

 
Copt Point in Folkestone, is a very

important site for fossil evidence as the
only natural exposure of gault clay in

the region. 

type of sedimentary
rock 
to understand the rock
property: Plasticity

1.

2.

clay
water
measuring cylinder/jug
graph paper
ruler/tape
newspaper

 you will need

Duration
1 hour

Difficulty 
medium
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landslides
The gault clay has a history of

landslides. this is when a large amount
of rock, soil or debris moves down a

slope.
This can happen slowly over a period of

time or suddenly. 
landslides occur when the force of

gravity is stronger than the resistant
forces of the slope. 

this may be because the slope material
has been weakened by weathering, by

erosion or through water saturation,
and can also be caused by earthquake

and human activity. 
landslides can be categorised into four

types: falls, topples, 
slides (rotational & translational),

flows. 
 

since its opening in 1844, landslips
have been a feature of the folkestone
to dover railway line. It runs through

the folkestone warren which has an
active landslide, because of its

geology with chalk overlying gault
clay.

rainfall water moves through the
porous chalk and meets the clay,

saturating it and sitting on top. this
wet clay then creates instability.

in 1915 a series of landslips occurred
closing the line, including a

rotational landslide of the gault
clay which led to the track being

twisted and warped and a train
derailed. in this year There was also
the 'great fall', where 1.5 million

cubic metres of chalk fell into the
sea. 

movement AND WEATHER is now
regularly monitored and inspected by
engineers to ensure the safety of the

RAILWAY LINE. (NETWORK RAIL)
 
 

engineering

ACTIVIty
COVER THE FLOOR WITH SHEETS OF NEWSPAPER,
AND A SHEET OF GRAPH PAPER 
ROLL SOME CLAY INTO A BALL AND MEASURE ITS
WIDTH/DIAMETER
FROM A 2M HEIGHT, DROP THE BALL OF CLAY ONTO
THE GRAPH PAPER
USING THE GRAPH PAPER, MEASURE THE 'SPLAT'
width OF THE CLAY, AND RECORD a note

1.

2.

3.

4.

shrinking and swelling
soils of, or near, the Gault clay are
prone to the shrink-swell process,
which means they can gain and loose

moisture.
after rainfall, the soils can absorb a
lot of water, expanding and becoming

sticky and heavy. but when dry the soils
can become very hard, shrinking and

cracking. 
when building on or near gault clay,

shrink-swell behaviour can cause
structural challenges to engineers and

building damage.

5. REPEAT STEPS 2 & 3 & 4 SEVERAL TIMES TO CREATE AN AVERAGE
6. ADD A SMALL AMOUNT OF WATER TO THE CLAY, AND REPEAT THE PROCESS
7. REPEAT THIS A FEW TIMES, ADDING MORE WATER EACH TIME
8. USING YOUR RESULTS, PLOT A GRAPH SHOWING the affects of water on the plasticity of clay

https://www.networkrail.co.uk/stories/folkestone-warren-the-great-fall-to-sssi/

